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Shayla had no idea her life would turn out like it did. She had two kids, independent, a college degree, owns a Top Business Consulting firm
in Buckhead, Atlanta and a Non-profit organization for the community, but in the midst of it all she was Trapped. Trapped in love, hate, lust
and PAIN!! She had a natural body that these women would die for, her personality made her beautiful, her presence was unreal and she had
a smile that would lighten up your darkest days. Shayla wasn't your average chick she was street and book smart, but had one problem men
was her weakness. She picked the men she had the weakness for. Shayla was living a triple life and the walls were starting to close in on her
fast.. Shayla was focused on her businesses, but on the flip side enjoyed herself, She never meant to hurt anyone feelings, so she tried to be
as upfront as possible when they would ask, which was never so, she never offered the information. She is about to go for the ride of her life,
she's a street girl by nature, maybe she can get herself out it. Her best friend Kisha is by her side to support her until Shayla finds out her
secret. Shayla is into deep.......
You Don't Need to Make Millions to Get Rich. Believe Me. This comprehensive 8-step guide provides the blueprint to achieve financial
freedom at a young age, regardless of income. No B.S., just answers. In Get Rich Action Plan, you will learn the lifelong habits to become
financially independent sooner than you thought possible. Do we really need another personal finance book? YES. The outdated status quo
advice of "Save 10% for 40+ years" simply doesn't work. It's time to rethink the conventional wisdom that only serves to continue the vicious
cycle of wage slavery and the "live to work" mentality. In an age of globalization and abundance, I'm here to tell you there is another way! It is
time to change how we think about personal finance, budgeting, and investing. The 8 steps in this book each work in unison to create a rapid
snowball effect that will make your money work for you immediately, so you can afford time off of work or even retire in your 30's. From
saving money to investing to growing your income, all of the specifics are covered in this action plan. Get Started on the Right Foot and
Change How You Think About Finances I have never made much money by Western standards. In fact, I have never made more than a
middle class income. But by employing these strategies, I was able to increase my net worth dramatically at a very young age. It took only 6
years of full-time employment to build an "FU money" fund of hundreds of thousands of dollars, providing me the freedom to travel and take
time off of work to pursue other interests. I was able to do this by quickly taking action and ignoring conventional advice. After years of trial
and error, I have developed a strategy and philosophy that simply works. And I want to share with you everything I have done to build this
large nest egg. I have nothing to hide. The truth is that the path to wealth is not complicated, and you do not need to make millions to get
there. More and more of us are realizing that financial freedom is possible in 10 years or less. But the media will never tell you this. Your
politicians will never tell you this. They want you to live to work instead of work to live. Now is the time to flip the script and live free! The Time
To Take Action Was Yesterday. The Next Best Time is Now. Whether you are in your 20's and looking for sound advice to get started, or
you're later in your career and haven't really thought about financial freedom, it's not too late to start! Once you put these systems in place,
financial independence will no longer be a lifelong battle. Ditch the 40-year plan and live the life you want to live. Get started today! BONUS
MATERIAL INCLUDED I'm also excited to share FREE bonus material that highlights "27 Ways I Slashed My Budget By $1818 Per Month."
A link to the free PDF is included in the book! Adhering to the strategies in this book and in the free bonus guide will grow your net worth by
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thousands in the first year and hundreds of thousands over your lifetime! What are you waiting for? Click the "Buy Now" button above and get
started today!
Traditional beliefs about meeting goals are fundamentally flawed. Goal setting tactics assume goals are measurable, achieved, and final-all
attributes that describe objectives, not goals. Unlike objectives, which are by their very nature self-contained, goals are immeasurable. A goal
is realized, not achieved, and must be maintained to remain successful. What good is the goal of losing weight if you don't keep the weight
off? Losing twenty pounds is an objective. Keeping that twenty pounds from returning is a goal, which must be maintained to remain a
success. In Three Your Life, entrepreneur and accidental expatriate David R. Sanders applies this important distinction between goals and
objectives. Beginning with attitude, outlook, and perception, Sanders builds a solid foundation on which to effect major life changes. Learn to
differentiate between needs, wants, and desires-and discover how focusing on desires causes everything else to fall into place. To realize
desires, Sanders reevaluates conventional thinking on prioritizing tasks, using a three-part daily structure that ensures you're working toward
a productive and fulfilling life. A fresh new approach to goal setting, Three Your Life offers the opportunity to realize your goals, achieve your
objectives, and understand the difference between the two.
"I recommend this book highly as one of the 10 most important 'must read' books published this year," Robert Plotkin, Founding President,
World Trade Center San Diego. “Three Steps to Wealth & Financial Security – All That Glitters Isn't Gold” is a back to basics, easy to use
guide to reassert financial control and secure your financial future. The book draws on real world examples that husband-and-wife authors
attorney Gary Laturno, Esq. and Victoria Kuick, MBA, have encountered in counseling over two thousand homeowners in financial distress
since 2007. As a result, the book will be an easy read for people who find financial matters confusing or even frightening. The authors'
straightforward guidance and recommendations will help many take charge of their financial futures. Comments by Readers: I read your book
last night. I'm incredibly impressed! It's a huge undertaking to present an enormous wealth of REALLY important and helpful information in a
streamlined way…but you guys did it! And, I think your readers will really appreciate the genuine tone and straightforward approach—life
changing stuff. Great job! I see this book distributed in high schools, colleges (law schools particularly—some lawyers are not great when it
comes to financial matters), vocational schools, and the like. I hope you're aiming to reach the masses with this one—the subject matter is so
salient right now, and this information is really resonating with people.Jennifer Manganello, Esq., University of California, Hastings College of
the Law I just finished reading your book. Outstanding! I love the unique way it was written in PowerPoint format—original, straightforward, and
easy to follow. The information the book contains, and how it is explained, makes it stand out. You do not allow the reader to blame others or
make excuses about their financial situation. You tell them to look in the mirror, take responsibility, and you show them that money problems
are not hopeless but fixable. The stock and real estate investing sections are informative and easy to understand. You take the complexity
out of stock market investing. You show real estate investors the pitfalls to avoid. Readers will especially benefit from how you compare and
contrast real estate investing with the stock market and other investments — bonds, precious metals and cash. It's evident the book was
written from firsthand experience, making it truly authentic. I am impressed both by your credentials and your experience counseling over
2,000 homeowners in financial distress since 2007. This book cuts to the core of what people need to know and do to put their financial
house in order. I highly recommend your book! Read it and you will substantially increase your financial I.Q. Dory Laramore, Certified
Registered Tax Preparer, and author of Get Your Finances Right: The Foundation for Success “Three Steps to Wealth & Financial Security”
is well written, concise and provides a wealth of financial advice for every American. The authors ask and answer a number of profound
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questions. What are the lessons of the housing crisis? Why are savings rates in the United States so low? Why do so many retire on Social
Security only? Why do so many mismanage their financial affairs? How do we put our financial house in order? What do we need to know
and do to be financially secure? Understand the mistakes that so many made and continue to make. Fine tune your financial plan and money
management skills.Recommendation: Read the book! Money management, financial planning, and wealth building are mandatory subjects
not electives. Andrew J. Sussman, Esq., Partner, RSR Law Group, San Diego, California
Equity and index options expire on the third Friday of each month. As that moment approaches, unusual market forces create option price
distortions, rarely understood by most investors. These distortions give rise to outstanding trading opportunities with enormous profit
potential. In Trading Options at Expiration: Strategies and Models for Winning the Endgame, leading options trader Jeff Augen explores this
extraordinary opportunity with never-before published statistical models, minute-by-minute pricing analysis, and optimized trading strategies
that regularly deliver returns of 40%-300% per trade. You’ll learn how to structure positions that profit from end-of-contract price distortions
with remarkably low risk. These strategies don’t rely on your ability to pick stocks or predict market direction and they only require one or two
days of market exposure per month. Augen also discusses: · Three powerful end-of-cycle effects not comprehended by contemporary pricing
models · Trading only one or two days each month and avoiding overnight exposure · Leveraging the surprising power of expiration-day
pricing dynamics If you’re looking for an innovative new way to reignite your returns no matter where the markets move, you’ve found it in
Trading Options at Expiration. “Learn and profit from Jeff Augen’s book: It clearly explains how to take advantage of market inefficiencies in
collapsing implied volatility, effects of strike price, and time decay. A must-read for individuals who are options oriented.” --Ralph J.
Acampora, CMT, Director of Technical Analysis Studies, New York Institute of Finance “A fantastic, insightful book full of meticulously
compiled statistics about anomalies that surround option expiration. Not only does Augen present a set of effective trading strategies to
capitalize on these anomalies, he walks through the performance of each across several expirations. His advice is practical and readily
applicable: He outlines common pitfalls, gives guidance on timing your executions, and even includes code that can be used to perform the
same calculations he does in the text. A thoroughly enjoyable read that will give you a true edge in your option trading.” --Alexis Goldstein,
Vice President, Equity Derivatives Business Analyst “Mr. Augen makes a careful and systematic study of option prices at expiration. His
translation of price behavior into trading strategy is intriguing work, and the level of detail is impressive.” --Dr. Robert Jennings, Professor of
Finance, Indiana University Kelly School of Business “This book fills a gap in the vast amount of literature on derivatives trading and stands
out for being extremely well written, clear, concise, and very low on jargon--perfect for traders looking to evolve their equity option strategies.”
--Nazzaro Angelini, Principal, Spearpoint Capital “Instead of considering macro-time strategies that take weeks to unfold, Jeff Augen is
thinking micro here--hours or days--specifically the days or hours right before expiration, and harnessing grinding, remorseless options decay
for profit. He builds a compelling case for the strategy here. The concept of using ratio spreads plus risk management for as brief a period as
one day--open to close--to capture expiring premium is worth the price of admission alone. A superb follow-up to his first book. Must-read for
the serious options student.” --John A. Sarkett, Option Wizard software
In Secrets of Swiss Banking, offshore financial specialist Hoyt Barber shows how to protect your hard-earned assets by safely and legally
moving your money into trusted Swiss financial institutions. Along with timely banking advice and solid investment insights, Barber provides
authoritative information on a variety of Swiss banking-related issues—from the basics of opening an account to the nuances of numerous
Swiss banking and investment strategies. He also details Swiss banking policies and regulations along with U.S. tax and reporting
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A detailed guide to successfully trading stock and commodity options After numerous years as an options market-maker in the trenches of the
New York Mercantile Exchange, few analysts know how to make money trading options like author Lee Lowell. Now, in the Second Edition of
Get Rich with Options, Lowell returns to show you exactly what works and what doesn't. Filled with in-depth insight and expert advice, this
reliable resource provides you with the knowledge and strategies needed to achieve optimal results within the options market. It quickly
covers the basics before moving on to the four options trading strategies that have helped Lowell profit in this arena time and again: buying
deep-in-the-money call options, selling naked put options, selling option credit spreads, and selling covered calls. Breaks down four of the
best options trading strategies currently available Explains how to set up a home-based business with the best options trading software, tools,
and Web sites Contains detailed discussions of how options can be used as a hedging or speculating instrument With this book as your
guide, you'll quickly see options in a whole new light and learn how to become part of a small group of investors who consistently win.
Which one of the following two offers is more appealing to you? Making a 70% return on an easy to understand, short time investment;Joining
a coin-tossing game in which when you loose you pay 1 euro and when you win you gain 70 cents. Most people take the first offer and stay
away from the second one. And yet … they are basically the same! Welcome to the wonderful dual world of Binary Options! You can play
binary options merely for entertainment and have great fun.You might even win a lot of money, provided that you get lucky and do not stay
long, just like in Vegas… Or, you can trade binary options for fun and profit. This is what this book is about: it is a practical step-by-step guide
that shows you how to trade systematically, how to identify profitable trading strategies, and how to select and use a sound money
management system. In short, how to have fun and make money! Trading Binary Options for Fun and Profit: A Guide for Speculators walks
you through what you need to know and do to trade binary options profitably. Since this it is not a work of fiction you will not be shown the
magic formula that will make you rich in the blink of an eye. Rather you will gain the fundamental knowledge and tools needed to become a
successful trader. You will learn to develop your own strategies for trading binary options profitably. Actually, a lot of what is covered here is
easily adaptable to other types of trading such as the stock and Forex markets and even to sports betting. That said you do not need to have
any prior knowledge of binary options, trading or math. Just start reading at the beginning and proceed sequentially. All what you will need to
know is clearly spelled out. If you happen to have previous knowledge of a topic you can proceed directly to the next one without losing
context. However if you are in doubt it is better to read through. This book is fluff free so it won’t waste your time. Trading Binary Options for
Fun and Profit: A Guide for Speculators starts by defining what a binary option is and how it works, the main types of trades available and the
criteria you may want to consider when selecting a binary options broker. Then it proceeds to explain why using trading strategies makes
sense and where you can find ideas to create or adapt them. Ultimately you will want to know if your trading strategy makes money so it also
shows you how to calculate the magic number that tells it all: its Expectancy. Since trading strategies are built upon technical indicators a
very brief overview of Technical Analysis follows and some very common indicators are presented. Next explains the MetaTrader platform
and shows you how it can serve as your own cost-free research assistant and trading signal provider. It then goes over the details of
developing and improving a trading strategy using Excel and Expert Advisors (no programming knowledge needed). Money Management
comes next: you will get to know several systems and in the process learn how easy it is to do a Monte Carlo simulation to test them (or to
test anything else). The book ends with an overview of the complete methodology and leaves you with some final trading suggestions.
Finally, in the Appendixes you will find several resources that are made available for free to the buyers of this book: Six spreadsheets
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containing templates for the Martingale, Paroli, D’Alembert, Fibonacci, Percentage of Bankroll and Kelly money management systems;
Examples of trading strategies that backtested with winning percentages above 60%; An Expert Advisor that pops-out an alert window and
plays a sound on MetaTrader each time a new trade is opened.
The essential resource for the successful option trader High Performance Options Trading offers a fresh perspective on trading options from
a seasoned options trader programmer/engineer, Leonard Yates. Drawing on twenty-five years of experience as an options trader and
software programmer, Yates has written this straightforward guide. First he provides readers with a solid foundation to trading options,
including an introduction to basic options terminology, a thorough explanation on how options are traded, and specific trading strategies.
Accompanied by the OptionVue Educational website, this hands-on guide to the options market is a thorough and essential resource for any
trader looking to increase his or her practical knowledge of options.
The new trader's guide to the business, psychology, and hype in trading The Trader's Pendulum + Website is the ultimate toolkit for realizing
your trading potential. Written by one of North America's leading trading coaches, this guide is designed to show aspiring traders how to
design and implement a successful trading strategy by learning the psychological tricks behind solid trading philosophies. New and
experienced traders alike will find value in The 10 Habits of Successful Traders, and come away equipped to navigate the real-life emotionalpsychological effects of market chaos. You'll learn to embrace change and risk, and use it to your benefit as you climb out of the technical
trap and stop riding the Trader's Pendulum between fear and greed. Based on the author's Elliott Wave and Harmonics expertise, this
invaluable guide brings you a top-down approach to the market to help you maximize profit and minimize poor choices. The companion
website gives you access to an interactive Trader's Scorecard, models for your 'business' and trading plan, The Trading Blotter, and a video
synopsis of the all-important 10 habits. Today's global economy has forced people to search for a second cash flow stream to replace or
supplement a primary income. It is more important than ever to have a reliable guide at your side, and this book gives you guidance and so
much more. Develop and follow a successful trading system Make more money while saving time and effort Treat trading like a business for
lasting success Use change and risk to your benefit Stop chasing trends and listening to widely disseminated bad advice. The Trader's
Pendulum + Website is more than a guide—it's advice, examples, models, and more, giving you a practical roadmap to your online trading
success.
Thank you for checking out this masterpiece of a book! For the time being please use the eBook versions page to read the description until
we get a description up for the paperback version. Thanks and hope you enjoy the book!
My principle strategy for trading Weekly Index Options uses 2 sigma Iron Condors: Short Calls 2 standard deviations above the market and
the Long Calls the next strike price higher; Short Puts 2 standard deviations below the market and the Long Puts the next strike price lower.
This is called 2 Sig Iron Condors. I have developed a procedure to make a Weekly Profit using Iron Condors. My objective is to show you how
to make a weekly profit of $150 week with 2 Condors. As your capital increases with trading profits, then you increase the number of
Condors. Then your weekly profit increases as the capital grows. For example: if the capital in your broker account permits 4 condors, then
the weekly profit would increase to $300 per week. The weekly profit per Capital = $150/$2000 = 7.5% per week. SelfAdapSPXweeklyVLTY
is the name of my software which I use to generate weekly Profits. This book describes how to use the TradeMonster real-time SPX weekly
option quotes. My Software: SelfAdapSPXweeklyVLTY computes the Strike Prices used for the weekly option trades. If you have another
source for real time SPX weekly option quotes, then that source can be used instead of the TradeMonster source. You must have a minimum
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of $2000 in your broker account to do Weekly Iron Condor trading. This book recommends starting with $2500 and presents a Capital Growth
Model that shows that, using the trading procedure herein, this Initial Capital of $2500 could grow to $300,000 in 2 Years. Weekly Index
Options became available on the Chicago Board of Options Exchange in 2003. I have watched this type of Options Trading evolve as more
investors used weekly trading. I have changed my trading software to reflect this evolution. I made my software simpler by limiting it to SPX
for the weekly options trading.
One of America's top tax lien and tax deed investors and instructors reveals high-profit money-generating tax sales and tax auction
investment techniques covered almost nowhere else, yet also explains the basics and the potential dangers for tax lien investors just starting
out in this lucrative area. This quick short and easy-to-read glimpse inside the real world of tax lien and tax deed investing is a must-have
book for any serious tax deed or tax lien real estate property investor!
We are all using dangerous, outdated, old economic strategies to protect and grow our money in the so-called 'new economy.' Most of us
don't even know it. Every economy is, in some sense, 'new.' However, applying the rules from an 'older' economy to a 'newer' one during
times of transition is a recipe for financial ruin.Economic transitions have been around for centuries . . . the difference is that now they are
worldwide in scope and affect everything rather than local in nature with limited affects.While you sleep at night, while you go to work each
day, something insidious is actually stealing your financial future. It isn't anyone's fault really. There is a massive reallocation of wealth as we
transition into the new economy.There are two sides to this story. Because of the changing rules of money, the greatest transfer of wealth in
the nation and the world is now unfolding. Money is about to flow away from the financially uninformed and flow towards the financially wellinformed in the years ahead.This is nothing new, really. Money has always worked this way. The good news is that average members of the
public now have more ways than ever before to understand this process and to take appropriate action.I am sure you are aware of the rising
price of gold that's been going on for almost 10 years now. Most recently, gold started climbing with even greater speed. History repeats itself
again and again. Whenever governments start to dilute their money investors transfer their money into gold. Gold has intrinsic value and will
always prevail in any economy.What most non-investors and investors -- including yourself -- probably you don't realize is that although gold
is a great way to preserve your wealth, it's silver that could actually make you rich!The price of gold has already risen dramatically, but silver
is just beginning its climb.Nine Reasons Why Silver is a Unique Wealth Building Instrument - Silver, like gold, has intrinsic value- Silver has
been in a commodity bull cycle since 2000- Silver is a safe hedge against currency inflation- Silver is a security choice during times of
financial crisis- Silver is rarer than gold- Silver is used in 90% of all electronics -- and its mostly non-renewable- Silver inventories are very
low- Silver leasing -- the scam will be exposed soon- Silver investment markets are expanding thanks to the ChineseWhat You Will Learn
From Building Wealth with SilverYou will discover why the Federal Reserve was created and why you and I have been kept in the dark about
its true purpose. You will find out why the U.S. dollar is quietly being destroyed without fanfare and the reason this process is being publically
denied and covered up. You will see why unemployment numbers, along with many other economic figures, are rigged, and how we're are
being lied to about their true significance.The insights you get from the first few chapters alone can change your life. Even if you were to study
at Harvard for five years -- which would cost you, by the way, over $95,000 -- you would not have the knowledge you need to get any closer
to this kind of insider information.Learn why silver is the best investment opportunity right now.Get the facts on silver production and
consumption, and all the details behind silver's projected five- to eight-fold increase over the next several months.
A practical guide to unlocking the power of option spreads When dealing with option spreads your looking to purchase one option in
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conjunction with the sale of another option. If managed properly, these spreads can provide experienced investors with the potential for large
returns without undertaking a great deal of risk. Option Spread Trading provides a comprehensive, yet easy-to-understand explanation of
option spreads, and shows you how to select the best spread strategy for any given market outlook. Along the way, author Russell Rhoads
discusses spread strategies that can be used to profit from a strong up or down directional move in a stock, a stagnant market, or a highly
volatile market. He also details how you can harness the leverage of options to create a low-risk position that provides the potential for a big
profit. All manner of spreads are covered, from calendar and horizontal spreads to vertical and diagonal spreads Highlights how you can
monitor and adjust an existing spread position and provides tips on how to exit a spread trade Includes exercises and examples to test and
reinforce your knowledge of the concepts presented Option spread trading has become increasingly popular with active traders and investors.
Gain a better understanding of this powerful approach with Option Spread Trading as your guide.
Do you want to become a successful options trader? If yes, then... Keep Reading! An option is a contract that gives you the right to buy or sell
shares of stock at a fixed price. A single options contract is for 100 shares of stock. So, one option contract might give you the ability to sell a
hundred shares of a stock at $100 a share, or it might give you the ability to buy 100 shares of stock at $100 a share. The price that is
specified in the contract is fixed, and so it doesn't necessarily matter if the market price of the stock is fluctuating as far as that goes. That is,
even if the stock price were to rise to say $200 a share, or even $300 a share if you have an option that specifies that you have the right to
buy 100 shares at $100 a share, that contract must be honored if you choose to exercise it. Of course, you don't have to exercise it, and that
is why they are called "options." It is optional for the buyer to exercise their rights under the contract and buy or sell the shares. This book
covers the following topics: Strategy for selling covered calls The pros and cons of options trading Make always an assessment of your
personal financial situation before investing The four components of an option contract How the price of an option is affected Stock option
trading concept: what they are and how they work ...And Much More! If you are careless, selling options could get you into trouble. However,
as we will see using sound strategies, you can do it at relatively low risk. Ready to get started? Click the BUY NOW button!
Judith's marriage to Adam is failing fast. Despite her best efforts, his attention is entirely taken up by his law practice while her existence-if he
remembers it-is merely something to criticize. Thankfully, Judith has an antique shop and her best friend and business partner, Susan, to
keep her focused on the good things in life. Tired of being overlooked and undervalued, Judith decides to leave her husband and reconnect
with herself as a single woman rather than as Adam's wife. Soon, Judith's world expands to include a support group of women also facing
divorce. Slowly learning to extend to herself the same compassion she offers her friends, Judith begins to rediscover her own value as a
person and as a woman. And her efforts don't go unnoticed. While Judith rebuilds her life, with the encouragement of her growing circle of
friends, a secret admirer starts leaving thoughtful gifts on her doorstep-which she begins to hope will lead to a face-to-face meeting. A
celebration of friendship and love, where every character counts, "The Things That Fall Away" is an insightful story that brings to light the
beauty of everyday things and the wonder of being truly cherished.
If you've ever wondered what it takes to become a successful, self-directed investor or trader, look no further--all of the information you could
ever need is here. In this step-by-step guide to building a portfolio, you'll learn the six best trading strategies for nonprofessionals and when to
use each one. It lays out how to build a portfolio today and details the best trading strategies and tactics for the nonprofessional to use.
Paired with the author's hard-won insights and customized rules, it's a must-read for anyone looking to get into investing! Hundreds, if not
thousands, of stock market and options trading books have been written, each peppered with life stories of years on Wall Street or advice on
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various points that may help the reader achieve maximum profitability. But none of these books really show the diligent, self-directed investor
what to do and how to do it, holistically. The reader can collect bits and pieces of information, but when it comes to making consistent money
and doing it safely, this book is the one place where it's all brought together. This step-by-step guide to modern investing & risk management
will show you: -How to cut through the noise of wall street advisors, financial news and thousands of investment websites to know what is
important to review before trading or investing. -How to properly frame your portfolio before trading and efficiently perform fundamental and
technical analysis on a very select set of your favorite stock & exchange traded fund ideas.-How to select the best trade setups and strategies
for both stocks and their related options (and the best combinations of the two). -How to select and use the best six trading strategies (out of
hundreds available) for non-professional investors.-How to place risk management and insurance positions to protect every trade and your
overall portfolio from the outset. -How to adjust losing trades and turn many losers into winners.-How to properly use leverage safely-How to
use these repeatable processes and systems to dramatically build wealth over time. Walk in my footsteps and use trading and investing to
gain confidence and take back your life.
Life is hard for Gary. He has a dead-end job, a grouchy boss, and a beat-up car-and he's only in eighth grade! Things go from bad to worse
when a wave of bank robberies hits the city and Gary becomes the prime suspect. With time running out to clear his name and nail the real
crooks, this teenage tough-guy must rely on cunning, stealth, and good, old-fashioned, two-fisted justice! It's all in a day's work in a city that
doesn't exist.
The purpose of this book is to help postmodern Westerners understand what the Bible has to say about wealth and possessions, its
acquisition and protection, deprivation and slavery, corruption and hedonism, and even relations between management and labor. Focusing
on Torah (the Pentateuch), it interprets this "great text" against other "great texts" in its literary-historical environment, including some epic
poems from Mesopotamia, some Jewish texts from Syro-Palestine, and some Nazarene parables from the Greek New Testament.
This book, geared specifically toward women, describes how to be a successful option trader, even if you hold down a full-time job or are a
full-time stay-at-home mom. While option trading is definitely not a risk-free method of investment, for women who have a few hundred extra
dollars that they want to use to break into investing, option trading can be a lucrative way to make money. This book explains what everything
means and how to be an option trader in easy-to-understand, step-by-step ways that makes it great for the beginner or the more advanced
investor. It is primarily focused on trading online and tells you what you need to know to better your chances of being successful.
Those who are attaining their dreams, achieving the success they envision and are experiencing abundance on a daily basis have learned
how to make the universe work for them. With the help of this book, you can take the Universal Laws and align them with your subconscious,
so you can easily attain your long-held goals.
After numerous years as an options market-maker in the trenches of the New York Mercantile Exchange, few analysts know how to make
money trading options like author Lee Lowell. Now, in the Second Edition of Get Rich with Options, Lowell returns to show you exactly what
works and what doesn't. Filled with in-depth insight and expert advice, this reliable resource provides you with the knowledge and strategies
needed to achieve optimal results within the options market. It quickly covers the basics before moving on to the four options trading
strategies that have helped Lowell profit in this arena time and again: buying deep-in-the-money call options, selling naked put options, selling
option credit spreads, and selling covered calls.
This trading ledger was created by an active stock trader and allows the user to make detailed journal entries of all of their trading activities.
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Numerous psychological studies have determined that the best way for humans to learn is by writing things down with pen and paper, and
then reviewing this information periodically. The author of this ledger holds a degree in psychology and used his knowledge of human
learning to develop an intuitive ledger that allows traders to clarify their thoughts on paper and analyze all of their transactions. Even the
cover has been designed with vivid colors and a retro pattern to evoke the limbic system of the brain and encourage organization of thought
processes. This workbook has been laid out in a manner to make effective use of goals, trading plans, and strategies by allowing the trader to
keep a visual record of their progress. Created by best-selling author Ashbee A. Bakht, the trading ledger is printed on high quality paper and
is published in a compact format making it easy to carry with you no matter where you choose to trade. The formatting of the workbook has
been designed with special attention paid to allow for it to be flexible enough for all trading strategies (i.e. intraday/day/swing/long term, etc.).

Finally, a book by an author that understands what the average investor needs: knowing when to sell. The information in
this book will give you the ability to make money using real, tried-and-true techniques. No special knowledge required, no
strings attached -- just tools that can help you secure real wealth. The system is simply this: do many small deals in rapid
succession, rather than trying to accumulate one huge profit over a long period of time. This means using the same
simple strategies repeatedly.
Generate consistent income with a smart weekly options strategy Profiting From Weekly Options is a clear, practical
guide to earning consistent income from trading options. Rather than confuse readers with complex math formulas, this
book concentrates on the process of consistently profiting from weekly option serials by utilizing a series of simple trades.
Backed by the author's thirty years of experience as a professional option trader and market maker, these ideas and
techniques allow active individual traders and investors to generate regular income while mitigating risk. Readers will
learn the fundamental mechanisms that drive weekly options, the market forces that affect them, and the analysis
techniques that help them manage trades. Weekly options are structured like conventional monthly options, but they
expire each week. Interest has surged since their inception three years ago, and currently accounts for up to thirty
percent of total option volume, traded on all major indices as well as high volume stocks and ETFs. This book is a guide
to using weekly options efficiently and effectively as income-generating investments, with practical guidance and expert
advice on strategy and implementation. Discover the cycles and market dynamics at work Learn essential fundamental
and technical analysis techniques Understand the option trading lexicon and lifecycle Gain confidence in managing
trades and mitigating risk Weekly options can be integrated with any existing options strategy, but they are particularly
conducive to credit spread strategies and short-term trades based on technical patterns. For investors looking for an easyin/easy-out method of generating consistent income, Profiting From Weekly Options provides the wisdom of experience
with practical, actionable advice.
The Second Edition of Agnew's popular text is thoroughly updated. The coverage of delinquency theories is expanded,
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more examples are provided, and a Teaching Aids section appears at the end of each chapter. The four sections of this
text examine: 1. The nature and extent of delinquency. Includes chapters on the nature and origins of the juvenile justice
system; the extent of and trends in delinquency, including reasons for the recent decline in delinquency; and the
characteristics of delinquents. 2. The major theories of delinquency. Discusses strain, social learning, control, and
labeling theories; as well as efforts to use these theories to explain patterns of offending over the life course, why
delinquency is more likely in some situations than others, and why some groups and communities have higher rates of
delinquency than others (e.g., why males have higher rates of delinquency than females). 3. The major research on the
causes of delinquency. Includes research on the relationship between delinquency and biological factors, individual traits,
family factors, school experiences, delinquent peer groups and gangs, the mass media, religion, work, drugs, and guns.
4. The efforts of the police, juvenile court, and juvenile correctional agencies to control delinquency. Examines the
effectiveness of these agencies, ways to increase their effectiveness, and the extent to which they discriminate against
certain groups. Also, examines four general strategies for controlling delinquency--the "get tough" strategies of
deterrence and incapacitation, and the strategies of rehabilitation and prevention.
The Ultimate Guide to Investing and Trading Stocks THIS BUNDLE IS MADE UP OF ANDREW JOHNSONS'S
MASTERPIECES ON INVESTING AND TRADING WHICH INCLUDE: Day Trading: The Ultimate Guide to Day Trading:
Uncovering Day Trading Profit Making Secrets AND Options Trading: The Ultimate Guide to Options Trading: Uncovering
Options Trading Profit Making Secrets AND Day Trading: Strategies on How to Excel at Day Trading AND Options
Trading: Strategies on How to Excel at Options Trading You can make a lot of money trading and investing in stocks but
you can also lose a lot of money if you do not know what you are doing. This book will share with you proven strategies
which traders use to make successful trades and investments. It no longer has to be a secret how the traders make
money. You can also have that edge with this book. Inside you will find: Tips for successfully choosing the right trade at
the right time a statistically relevant portion of the time The importance of timing and how to ensure you always choose
the right time to enter or exit a trade The five most important attributes for every successful day trader to have and how to
implement them in your own life The difference between the butterfly spread and the modified butterfly spread and when
to use each for the best results The difference between liquid and illiquid options and which you stay away from more
often than not. Why it is important to consider historical volatility before you make any moves. Which metrics you are
going to want to consider in order to determine if your trading plan is a dud or a financial stud. Ten different trading
strategies for all seasons and market moods and how to get the most out of each one. 14 different patterns that will help
you determine the current momentum of the market no matter what the specifics. The 6 different types of gaps and how
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to make the most out of each of them before the fills set in. Everything you ever wanted to know about rising and falling
wedges as well as the mysterious sideways wedge. And much more...
This was anonymously emailed to us by a Wall Street veteran, who asked us to publish this for him. He has become
disgruntled with what he views as Wall Street scamming retail investors who trade options. Inside: -Options Basics
-Volatility/Put Call Parity -Expected Value of Options Contracts -Risk Management and Trade Sizing -Where to Source
Trades -The Number One Reason Most Options Traders Lose Money - 5 Bonus Tips on Trading This is a fairly short
read, at around 25 pages, but the truth about trading options and making money does not necessarily need a long book.
The inventor of game theory, John Nash, turned in a dissertation that was 26 pages and contained 2 references. Big
ideas sometimes come in small packages, and this book is ground breaking. Wall Street has hidden the fact a huge
secret from ordinary traders, and that secret is that options do not fairly reflect the chances of a stock going up or down,
and put/call parity is exploitable. There are some big secrets revealed in this book, and it is well worth it.
2 Books In 1 This Trading Book Contains: Day Trading: A Beginner's Guide To Day Trading - Learn The Day Trading
Basics To Building Riches Options Trading: A Beginner's Guide To Options Trading - Learn How To Make Money With
Stock Options Day Trading: A Beginner's Guide To Day Trading In this book you will learn specifically how to start and
organize your daily trading activities, the different types of stock available, how to read a candlestick chart, and place
different orders. We will conclude with a discussion on important "do's and don'ts" of day trading, as well as some
techniques and strategies to boost your day trading performance. What you'll learn in this book: What is Day Trading?
How to Get Started Stock Market 101 Trading Principles Different Types of Stocks How to Read a Candlestick Chart
Four Different Order Types Do's and Don'ts of Day Trading Some Techniques and Strategies How Much Can You Earn?
And much, much more This is the ultimate guide to get started with day trading and make a lot of money. Options
Trading: A Beginner's Guide To Options Trading What is Options Trading?How can I make money with Options
Trading?How much money can I make with Options Trading?How do I get started?If you want to know the answers to the
questions above download this book todayWhen considering saving for the future, many people look into opportunities
such as Roth IRAs and mutual funds. However, few people are willing to venture into the world of trading, where
investments in stocks, indices, and other securities can substantially build a savvy investor's portfolio. For those who are
willing to brave the waters of loss and gain in order to accrue income, options can seem like a foreign language. Among
the various myths that options trading is either fraught with pit-holes or risk free is an investment system that is
accessible to everyone. In addition to helping develop an investor's portfolio, options trading involves a range of
strategies that will allow investors to incur significant profits at their designated comfort level. So how does one become a
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successful options trader? Well this book is an excellent place to start. Beginning with the basics, A Beginner's Guide To
Options Trading will take budding investors through the definition of options, detail the different types of options, go
through various strategies that can be implemented while trading, and lay out a simple step-by-step guide to success, as
well as five tips on what mistakes to avoid, all while deciphering the investment lingo that scares off so many potential
investors. With this book, traders will be able to begin their careers in options trading and take their first steps towards
options trading success. What you'll learn in this book: What are Stock Options Different Types of Stock Options Different
Trading Strategies Options Trading Time Frames Trading Signals and Trading Signal Providers A Detailed Step by Step
Guide to Success with Options Top 5 Options Trading Mistakes You Should Avoid And much, much more! This is the
ultimate guide to get started with stock options and make a lot of money. Take Action Now By Clicking The Orange Buy
Now Button At The Top Of This Page - This Is A Limited Time Offer!
Get Rich with OptionsFour Winning Strategies Straight from the Exchange FloorJohn Wiley & Sons
“A rich, sensual, bewitching adventure of good vs. evil with love as the prize.” ~Publisher’s Weekly on ETERNITY 300
years ago, Raven St. James was hanged for witchcraft. But she revives among the dead to find herself alive. She is an
Immortal High Witch, one of the light. A note from her mother warns that there are others, those of the Dark, who
preserve their own lives by taking the hearts of those like her. Duncan Wallace’s forbidden love for the secretive lass
costs him his life. 300 years later, he loves her again, tormented by hazy memories of a past that can’t be real. She tells
him of another lifetime, claims to be immortal. Though he knows she’s deluded, he can’t stay away. And the Dark Witch
after her heart is far closer than either of them know. If you liked the TV Series HIGHLANDER, you will LOVE this series.
Don’t miss Book 2, INFINITY. “A hauntingly beautiful story of a love that endures through time itself.” ~New York Times
Bestselling Author, Kay Hooper “This captivating story of a love that reaches across the centuries, becomes as immortal
as the lover’s themselves, resonates with timeless passion, powerful magic, and haunting heartbreak.” ~BN.com’s
official review
From the bestselling author of the Guardian Trilogy comes a new romantic suspense... On an ordinary day in early
September, Kennedy Shaw leaves for school unaware that within a few minutes the world she knows will be gone succumbed to an outbreak of epidemic proportions. After finding a safe haven inside the security of her enclosed high
school, she learns that four others have survived, one being a bold, mysterious transfer student from Texas whose
unruffled demeanor harbors more than a cool interest in her. As they struggle to survive the dead fighting their way
inside, will Kennedy discover there is more to life than survival? And will she and the others find a way to live in this
terrifying new world?
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An edition expanded with more than 100 pages of new content offers a blueprint for a better life, whether one's dream is
escaping the rat race, experiencing high-end world travel, earning a monthly five-figure income with zero management or
just living more and working less.
Two people driven to win. Only one can claim the prize. She's a sprint car racer driven by secrets. He's the man who
must uncover them on national TV. Slide Job: A dirty move in which a race driver skids his/her car sideways in front of
another car to steal a position. Sprint car driver Morgan Blade is willing to do anything to help save her critically ill father,
even become a contestant on a new TV racing reality show. But once the cameras start rolling, she realizes the cost of
the prize money. If the show's sexy producer has his way, her most heartbreaking secrets will be revealed to a worldwide
audience. Secrets are Tyler Dalton's business. Forced to produce one more reality show to fulfill his contract, he can't
wait to get it over with and move on with his life. However, part of who he is means giving it his best. In reality TV,
controversy drives ratings. So despite a combustible attraction to his star, Tyler must unveil the secrets beneath
Morgan's fiery faade. But when she becomes more than just another contestant ... will he go for the slide job, even if it
means losing her?
Are You New To Google Advertising? Do You Want A Simple Guide To Get You Started Immediately? If so, this book will
show you exactly how to get started. You'll Soon Find Out:- How To Get Started With Google Advertising - How To Use
Google Adsense, Adwords, AND Make Money! - The Secrets SEO Masters Use To Improve Website Visability - The
Words That You NEED To Use To Get Recognized - Things You Must Avoid (Or You'll Risk Getting Kicked-Off Google) The Best Way To Find A Profitable Niche For Making Money! - And Much, Much More! Think Of How Rewarding It Will
Feel To Finally Understand Google Advertising...
Are you looking for cash? Is your stock portfolio earning you 15 to 20% per year? If not then you need to read this book
and learn how to make money with options on your stock portfolio. It is being done very successfully with the concepts
and actual trading results provided here. To be successful on a continuous basis you need much more then luck. You
need a process the can be repeated over and over. It is all here in this book. Once you read it you will discover there is a
way one can be very successful in generating CA$H for LIFE. You are introduced to the VISIONS Stock and Options
Search Engine. It together with an application called Scout will find the best investment opportunities at any time. All in
real time via Internet access.
The world's fastest growing trading markets are options markets. Options offer a world of opportunities that are simply
unavailable to the stock trader. Trading stocks is like owning a "hammer," but trading options is like owning the whole
toolbox. Why, then, do so many investors lose money in options? They lose because they trade options the way they've
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always traded stocks. To succeed, you must understand options the way professional options traders do. This book will
help you do precisely that. When stock traders look at price, they see information. Options traders see probability, time,
volatility -- and perhaps even a lack of information. Stock trading is about having more information than the other guy.
Options trading can be about exploiting the lack of information. Stock trades have a 50% chance of success: stocks go
up or they don't. Options trades can be structured for 90% probability of success. The very nature of trading is
transformed by these radically different dynamics. Michael Hanania Benklifa reveals those dynamics and shows exactly
how to take full advantage of them. Benklifa manages millions of dollars in options trades through his own firm. Here, he
reveals how he approaches these trades, offering practical, concise and actionable insights based on actual scenarios. If
you've struggled to profit from options... if you're intrigued by options, but hesitant... if you're succeeding with options but
want to do better... this is the book you've been searching for.
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